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What do we mean when we say Emerging Compounds? 
•  Little known about their effects on human health and environment. 
•  Sparse knowledge about how they behave in the environment. 
•  No specific limit in environmental regulations. 

Emerging compounds pose significant challenges for regulatory agencies. 
•  How to prioritize?  
•  Research?  
•  Minimize impacts?   
•  Communicate? 
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Emerging Compounds 



Toxicology: Dose causing a change in the lab 
Risk assessment: Identifies levels associated with increased risk to a population 

•  Converts from model organism to human 
•  Includes exposure rates for daily life  
•  Compares with frequencies (ex: 1 in 10,000 cancer risk) 

Most agencies require: 
•  Risk assessment has been reviewed. 
•  Standardized analytical chemistry method can measure low enough. 
•  Remediation technologies are available. 
•  The work will benefit public health.   
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Background on Establishing Health Levels 



•  GenX = C3 Dimer Acid = C6HF11O3 

•  GenX is a trade name for a man-made and unregulated chemical used in 
manufacturing nonstick coatings and for other purposes.  

•  An emerging compound in a family of chemicals known as per- and poly- 
fluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS) 

•  Produced and emitted by one company in NC – Chemours (formerly Dupont) 
•  Has been discharged into the Cape Fear River for 30+ years. 
•  Until the past couple of years, labs couldn’t measure it. 
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GenX – Not a Generational Thing 



GenX Case History 
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Nov 
2016 

June 7 
2017 

June 8 
2017 

June 20 
2017 

July 14 
2017 

Article in 
the News 

Scientific 
Publication 

Focus on: 
Public Water Supplies and Surface Water 



GenX Case History 
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Mid-Late 2017           

Site investigation: Onsite and Offsite 



GenX Case History 
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Mid-Late 2017           

Site investigation: Onsite & Offsite Site investigation: Onsite & Offsite 
•  Groundwater Issues Discovered 



GenX Case History 
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Mid-Late 2017           

Site investigation: Onsite and Offsite 
•  Groundwater Issues Discovered 
•  Air Emission Contributions Identified 



Important finding from Division of Air Quality’s investigation 
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•  GenX emissions data  
•  Started with only estimates 
•  Required stack tests 
•  Method development 
•  First of its kind measurements 

Chemours 2016 
emissions estimates 
as originally reported 

to DAQ 

Chemours revised 
2016 emissions 
estimates as of 
October 2017 

Latest calculations of 
annual emissions, 

including stack test 
measurements 

66.6 lb/yr 594 lb/yr 2302.7 lb/yr 
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Continue to sample 
  2018         

Private well water Whole-house water treatment 
GAC Pilot Study Surface water and 

Public water supplies 



Chemours Now Addressing Contamination 

•  DEQ signed a Consent Order with Chemours 2/26/19:  
https://deq.nc.gov/news/hot-topics/genx-investigation 

•  $12M civil penalty and $1M in investigative costs.  
 

•  Requirement to achieve maximum reductions of all remaining PFAS contributions 
to the Cape Fear River on an accelerated basis, including groundwater. 

 
•  Additional penalties will apply if Chemours fails to meet the conditions and 

deadlines established in the order. 
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Consent Order  Feb 2019 



Chemours Now Addressing Contamination 

Sample Wells and Provide Drinking Water: 
•  Sample drinking water wells  

•  ¼ mile beyond closest well with PFAS above 10 ng/L and annually retest 
wells. 
 

•  Provide permanent drinking water supply 
•  For those with GenX above 140 ng/L or applicable health advisory. 
•  Public waterline connection or whole building filtration system 

 
•  Provide, install and maintain up to three under-sink system per residence 

•  Reverse osmosis drinking water systems for: 
•  Any individual PFAS compound above 10 ng/L, or 
•  Combined PFAS levels above 70 ng/L.  
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Consent Order Feb 2019: Groundwater 



Chemours Now Addressing Contamination 

•  Assess and remediate PFAS contamination, on- and offsite. 

•  Complete receptor survey 

•  Fund 3rd party assessments of fate and transport and development of analytical 
chemistry methods for total organic fluorine. 

•  Toxicity studies to determine potential health risks associated with release of 
PFAS compounds into the environment. 

•  Notify and coordinate with downstream public water utilities when potential 
discharge of GenX compounds into the Cape Fear River above140 ng/L. 

•  Reporting 
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Consent Order Feb 2019 



Emerging Compounds: Take Home Messages  

Take home messages for: 
 

•  EPA: We need each other! 
•  How to prioritize emerging compounds? 

•  Prevalence, concentrations, toxicity. 

•  State: Monitoring and surveillance is a must! 
•  Get the resources in place! 
•  Must look beyond GenX! 
•  Do we have the lab and field equipment that we need? 
•  Risk communication is a must ! 

•  Industry: Know what is in your waste streams! 
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Questions? 

Amy Risen, PhD 
Toxicologist 

NC DEQ, Division of Waste Management 
 

Amy.Risen@ncdenr.gov 
919-707-8223 


